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(54) Methods for efficient ambiguous meaning assembly

(57) Techniques managing syntactic and semantic
ambiguity allow two different kinds of processing and
representation of ambiguity to work together. The tech-
niques allow linear logic semantic assembly to work with
packed functional (f) structures and provide for context-
ed version of linear logic where semantic contributions
are read from the packed functional (f) structure and pre-
pended with the contents of the functional (f) structure
to which they pertain. Linear logic reasoning may then
be performed in the contexted linear logic to derive pos-
sible meanings from the contexted contributions from
the packed functional (f) structure. Deductions in the
contexted linear logic do not require fully expanding
each syntactic parse. Techniques applying skeleton/
modifier techniques to contexted reasoning are provid-
ed by creating a contexted modifier applicable only for
certain syntactic readings. These techniques recognize
both quantifier scope ambiguity and attachment ambi-
guity in a representation that uses efficient skeleton/
modifier representation where possible and contexted
representation otherwise.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of Invention

[0001] This invention relates to efficiently assembling the meanings of words and phrases in natural language such
that both syntactic ambiguity and semantic scope ambiguity can be represented.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] For a single sentence, thousands of syntactic analysis may be available. Similarly, tens of thousands of se-
mantic analyses may also exist for each syntactic analysis. Therefore, the combination of syntactic and semantic
ambiguities results in an exponential increase in the number of possible readings for a sentence. Human beings perform
an unconscious filtering out of many of these sentence readings. However machine based systems are unable to
perform this filtering. Instead, machine based systems must have some representation technique of explicitly repre-
senting the syntactic and semantic ambiguity which does not require enumerating the exponentially large number of
combinations and which provides for effective processing.
[0003] Lexical Functional Grammar uses syntactic structures called functional structures or f-structures to represent
individual syntactic analyses. In the Xerox Language Environment, syntactic ambiguity is captured in a single syntactic
structure called a packed f-structure by incorporating context variables to show how common substructures are shared
between different analyses. The Xerox Language Environment uses packed f-structures to capture lexical and attach-
ment syntactic ambiguity.
[0004] However, neither f-structures nor packed f-structures represent semantic information or semantic ambiguity
such as semantic quantifier scope ambiguity. Therefore, a technique called Linear Logic Meaning Assembly or Glue
Semantics was developed to derive representations of semantic information from f-structures. Substructures within
the f-structure contribute premises pairing word meanings with formulas in linear logic. A process of linear logic de-
duction combines these premises to pair a sentence meaning with the f-structure. Linear Logic Meaning Assembly can
derive alternative meanings from a single f-structure constituting a single syntactic analysis of a sentence that exhibits
quantifier scope ambiguity and/or other types of semantic ambiguity. Moreover, Linear Logic Meaning Assembly can
be used to derive a single, efficient, skeleton-modifier representation of all the possible meanings of a single f-structure
constituting a single syntactic analysis of a sentence.
[0005] However, the methods used to represent quantifier scope and semantic ambiguity use different features than
the methods used to represent syntactic ambiguity. Accordingly, these methods do not lead to the derivation of a single
efficient semantic representation representing the combination of all possible syntactic ambiguities with all possible
semantic ambiguities. Accordingly, for a given sentence two representation structures are necessary. One represen-
tation structure is necessary to represent all possible syntactic ambiguities and another representation structure is
necessary to represent all semantic ambiguities.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Accordingly, techniques that allow the semantic analysis of Linear Logic Meaning Assembly to work with the
packed functional or f-structures of semantic analysis would be advantageous. Similarly, techniques for translating the
packed functional or f-structure syntactic attachment ambiguities into the type of ambiguity representable by the Linear
Logic would also be useful.
[0007] Various exemplary embodiments according to this invention provide for semantic analysis of Linear Logic
Meaning Assembly to work with packed functional or f-structures by adopting a contexted version of linear logic. Linear
logic premises contributed by substructures within a packed f-structure are pre-pended with context variables from the
packed f-structure. Linear Logic analysis is then performed in the contexted linear logic to derive the possible meanings
from the contributions that have had pertinent context pre-prended. Therefore, through the translation of the packed
functional or f-structure into a contexted linear logic, the representation supports propositions with a shared contextu-
alized structure while also preserving the packed functional or f-structure. Thus, deductions using the contexted linear
logic do not require fully expanding out each syntactic parse.
[0008] Additionally, a skeleton/modifier representation of ambiguity may be derived in the contexted linear logic by
deducing each modifier type semantic contribution and removing it from further processing to generate a contexted
modifier applicable only for certain syntactic readings. This method provides for quantifier scope ambiguity and attach-
ment ambiguity in a representation of ambiguity that uses the efficient skeleton/modifier representation where possible
and the contexted representation for the remaining cases.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] Various exemplary embodiments of this invention will be described in detail, with reference to the following
figures, wherein:
[0010] Fig. 1 is a first exemplary constituent structure or c-structure of an exemplary ambiguous sentence;
[0011] Fig. 2 is a first exemplary functional structure or f-structure of an exemplary ambiguous sentence;
[0012] Fig. 3 is a second exemplary constituent structure or c-structure of an exemplary ambiguous sentence;
[0013] Fig. 4 is a second exemplary functional structure or f-structure of an exemplary ambiguous sentence;
[0014] Fig. 5 is an exemplary packed functional structure or f-structure; and
[0015] Fig. 6 is an exemplary flowchart for generating efficient ambiguous meaning according to this invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENTS

[0016] Ambiguity occurs throughout natural language and can arise from both syntactic and semantic sources. A
single sentence may have thousands of syntactic analyses and tens of thousands of semantic analyses. The shared
analyses arise from common and shared sub-analyses being combined in different ways.
[0017] Mechanisms for managing syntactic ambiguity by computing the shared sub-analyses once and then using
context variables to indicate the different possible combinations of shared sub-units are disclosed in U.S. Patents:
5,438,511; 5,727,222; 5,819,210; 5,903,860 and 6,064,953, each hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.
[0018] For example, the sentence, "Ed sees the former senator with the telescope" contains two syntactic analyses.
In the first case, the prepositional phrase "with the telescope" modifies the noun phrase "the former senator" to indicate
that the former senator has the telescope. This analysis is shown in the constituent or c-structure of Fig. 1 and the
functional or f-structure shown in Fig. 2.
[0019] In the second case, the prepositional phrase "with the telescope" modifies the verb phrase "sees the former
senator" to indicate that Ed is looking through the telescope to see the former senator. This is shown in the constituent
structure of Fig. 3 and the functional structure of Fig. 4. The shared sub-units or phrases "with the telescope", "the
former senator", and "Ed sees..." receive the same analyses in both cases.
[0020] Fig. 5 shows an exemplary packed functional structure or packed f-structure, which incorporates context
information to allow these two analyses to be represented in a single packed functional structure. The packed functional
structure refers to two mutually exclusive and exhaustive context variables, a: 1 and a:2. In other words, exactly one
of a: 1 or a:2 is true. If a:1 is true, then the context is one where the prepositional phrase "with the telescope" 10
modifies, or is an adjunct of, the phrase "Ed sees the former senator" 2. In context a:2, the prepositional phrase "with
the telescope" 10 modifies the phrase "the former senator" 6.
[0021] In addition to the syntactic ambiguity, the example sentence also contains semantic ambiguity. For example,
with respect to the context specified by context variable a:1, the phrase "the former senator" is modified by the phrase
"with the telescope". This sentence could mean either: a) a former senator who now has a telescope; or b) someone
who was formerly a senator that had a telescope, and may either now not have the telescope or not now be a senator.
The two semantic ambiguities arise from the different semantic scopes of the two modifiers: 1)"former" and 2)"with the
telescope". The two possibilities are not represented within the functional structure, the packed functional structure or
the constituent structure.
[0022] Fragments of linear logic can be used to assemble meanings of words and phrases in such a way as to
represent the various semantic scoping possibilities. In "Efficient Linear Logic Meaning Assembly" in Proc. COL-
ING-ACL 98, Montreal, Canada, August 10-14, 1998 by Vineet Gupta and John Lamping, it is shown how compact
representations of scope possibilities can be efficiently computed.
[0023] However, the conventional systems and methods described above can only be applied to unpacked, syntac-
tically unambiguous functional structures such as those shown in Figs. 2 and 4. Thus, in the conventional systems and
methods discussed above, the words as shown in Fig. 4, are assigned meaning constructors as follows:

[0024] A meaning constructor is comprised of a portion on the left hand side of the colon and a portion on the right

Table 1

Ed s(0)
Senator s(4)
see s(0) -o s(4) -o s(2)
Telescope s(12)
former s(4) -o s(4)
With s(12) -o s(4) -o s(4)
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hand side of the colon in table 1. The left hand side portion is an expression in the meaning language. The right hand
side portion is a linear logic formula representing the expression in the meaning language on the left hand side. For
example, the atomic propositions s(0), s(2) and s(4) represent the semantic contributions made by the numbered nodes
in the functional structure while the symbol "-o" represents linear implication.
[0025] Thus, the entry "Ed: s(0)" indicates that node 0 contributes the meaning "Ed". The entry "senator: s(4)" indi-
cates that node 4 contributes the meaning "senator". The entry "see: s(0) -o s(4) -o s(2)" indicates that the verb "see"
consumes the semantics or meanings of "Ed" node 0 and the semantics of "senator" node 4 to produce the meaning
of node 2. In particular, the contributions of "Ed" node 0 and "senator" node 4 provide the arguments to the predicate
"see" node 2. The entry "telescope: s(12)" indicates that node 12 contributes the meaning "telescope". The entry
"former: s(4) -o s(4)" indicates that the adjective "former" accepts the meaning of node 4 to produce a new, updated
meaning for node 4.
[0026] In conventional linear logic meaning assembly, the computation of the meaning of the sentence proceeds by:
(a) obtaining the six meaning constructors above; (b) using the right-hand linear logic sides of the constructors as
premises to a linear logic derivation whose goal is to conclude s(2), where s(2) is the semantic contribution of the
sentence level f-structure node, 2; and (c) applying the Curry-Howard isomorphism to the linear logic derivation to
combine the meaning expressions on the right-hand sides of the constructors to build up a meaning expression for the
conclusion s(2). In this example, we need only consider the rule of inference known as Modus Ponens, which corre-
sponds according to the standard Curry-Howard isomorphism to a functional application of the meaning terms.
[0027] The rule of inference is:

[0028] Applying this rule yields the following two distinct derivations:
[0029] Derivation 1:

[0030] Derivation 1 thus computes the following meaning for s(2):

see(Ed, former(with(telescope,senator))).

[0031] Derivation 2:
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[0032] Derivation 2 thus computes the following meaning for s(2):

see(Ed, with(telescope, former(senator))).

[0033] The method for representing scope ambiguities starts by noting that in derivations 1 and 2 discussed above,
there are the following common sub-derivations of the modifiers:

[0034] Thus, the two derivations arise from the different orders in which the "s(4) -o s(4)" implications can be applied
to the "s(4)" meaning. Thus, given the case ofN modifiers of a type "a -o a", there will be exponential growth in the
number of derivations since there are N! (N factorial) different orders in which the modifiers can be applied to "a".
[0035] The conventional method for representing scope ambiguity performs a series of partial derivations. When any
of the partial derivations concludes with a modifier of a type equivalent to "a -o a", the partial derivation is left to one
side. For nearly all cases of naturally occurring linguistic input, this process will lead in linear time to a single skeleton
derivation that represents the core unmodified meaning of the sentence plus a set of modifier derivations representing
modifiers that can be applied to the core meaning.
[0036] For example, the derivation:

and the two modifier derivations (a) and (b) discussed above can be computed in linear time. The two modifiers can
then be inserted in any order into the skeleton derivation at the "senator : s(4)" sub-conclusion.
[0037] The conventional methods of linear logic meaning assembly rely on careful accounting to make sure that
each part of the parse contributes exactly once to the meaning. However, in the packed functional structure approach,
some parts of the packed functional structure are only present in some readings of the meaning. Therefore, the careful
accounting system of linear logic meaning assembly used in representing quantifier scope and semantic ambiguity will
not work with the packed functional structures useful in representing the lexical and attachment ambiguities of syntactic
ambiguity.
[0038] Therefore, in various exemplary embodiments according to this invention, methods for efficient ambiguous
meaning assembly are provided that allow the linear logic meaning assembly logic to access the information contained
within packed functional structures. In various other exemplary embodiments, skeleton and modifier determinations
are applied to the contexted linear logic to determine a representation of quantifier scope and attachment ambiguity
that uses a skeleton modifier representation wherever possible for efficiency. When a skeleton modifier representation
is not possible, a contexted linear logic representation is used in a combined representation that provides for uniform
processing of syntactic and semantic scope ambiguities.

(a) former : s(4) -o s(4)

(b) telescope : s(12) with : s(12) -o s(4) -o s(4)
with(telescope) : s(4) -o s(4)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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[0039] Fig. 6 shows an exemplary method for efficient ambiguous meaning assembly using contexted linear logic
according to this invention. The process begins at step S10 and immediately continues to step S20. In step S20,
premises are obtained from syntactic analysis. It will be apparent that step S20 is not restricted only to obtaining
premises from packed f-structures. The step is applicable to any other form of syntactic representation to which Linear
Logic Meaning Assembly has been or can be applied, including the attribute value matrices of Head-Driven Phrase
Structure Grammar (Asudeh & Crouch, "Glue semantics for HPSG", in on-line proceedings of HSPG'01 conference,
2002), the derivation trees of Tree Adjoining Grammar (Frank & van Genabith, "Glue TAG: Linear logic based semantics
construction for LTAG", in on-line proceedings of LFG'01 conference, 2001) and D-Tree Grammar (Hepple, "A functional
interpretation scheme to D-Tree Grammars", in Proceedings 3rd International Workshop on Computational Semantics,
1999), and the syntactic derivations of Categorial and Type-Logical Grammar. After the premises are obtained, control
continues to step S30.
[0040] In step S30, the context information that is derived from the packed syntactic representation is added to each
proposition as shown below:

(1) proposition :: = context : proposition.

Control then continues to step S40.

[0041] In step S40, equivalences for the contextualized system are applied to the contexted premises. It will be
apparent that the contextualized system is a combination of two logics, a base logic and a logic of contexts. In most
realistic applications, the context logic will be classical propositional logic. However, the method for contextualizing a
base logic is independent of the particular base logical system, and classical propositional or predicate logic, intuition-
istic propositional or predicate logic, classical or intuitionistic modal logic, description logic, or any other known or later
developed logic system can be used as a base logic in various exemplary embodiments of the systems and methods
according to this invention. The following equivalences and proof rules apply when the base logic is the multiplicative
glue fragment of linear logic and the context logic is classical propositional logic:

[0042] Proof Rules:

Delta |- B if Gamma = Delta, A=B

Gamma |- A

Gamma |- A

c:Gamma |- c:A

[0043] The first set of equivalences in (3)-(8) provide the basic definition of what it means to be in a context. These
equivalences illustrate that a bare proposition is the same as that proposition in the universal context. Moreover, given
a context and a disjoint decomposition of that context, a proposition in a context is equivalent to the product of that
proposition in each decomposition.
[0044] The second set of equivalences show that context can float down through connectives. Therefore, adding
context is independent of any particular base logic system. For example, the proposition c: ((d: A) -o B), is equivalent
to (c^d:A) - o (c:B).
[0045] It should be appreciated that classical propositional or predicate logic, intuitionistic propositional or predicate
logic, classical or intuitionistic modal logic, description logic, or any other known or later developed logic system can

(3) c1 ∨ c2 : P = c1: P ⊗ c2:P
provided that c1∧c2 = false

(4) c1: P(T1) ⊗ c2:P(T2) = c1 ∨ c2 : P({c1:T1, c2:T2}) provided that c1∧c2 = false
(5) c:d:P = c∧d:P
(6) c:P = d:P provided c=d
(7) true:P = P
(8) false:P = 1
(9) c: (P ⊗ Q) = c:P ⊗ c:Q
(10) c: (P -o Q) = c:p -o c:Q
(11) c: (∀x. P) = ∀x. c:P
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be used in the practice of this invention. For example, given a formula within a top level proposition, the context of the
proposition occurs in the conjunction of all contexts logically above it in the tree of propositions. In the exemplary
proposition c: (d: A -o B), A occurs in the context c∧d. It should be noted that a formula with disjunctive terms is treated
as the product of the contextualized formulas in accordance with the second equality rule.
[0046] The proof rules for the contextualized system lift the standard proof rules of the base logic into proof rules for
the contextualized system.
[0047] The following theorems about the sub-context of this system can be proven.
[0048] If a formula P occurs in a proof Gamma |- A, the context in which P occurs is a disjunction of some or all of
the contexts where it occurs in Gamma and A.
[0049] Proof: By induction on the size of the proof. Since the original rules all have the sub-formula property, which
is stronger than the sub-context property, we need only show that the new rule preserves the theorem. We therefore
look at the equality rules that could have proved the equality of the new rules uses.
[0050] All equalities preserve formula context and thus the sub-context property except the split equality and the
false equality. The split equality trivially satisfies the sub-context from right to left and also satisfies it going from left to
right, as the disjunction of the context P that occurs on the right is exactly the context that occurs on the left. The false
equality vacuously satisfies the implication, as P occurs in the false context that implies all others.
[0051] Narrowing: If Gamma |- A then c:Gamma |-c:A
[0052] Proof: By induction in the size of the proof. A proof of c:Gamma |-c:A from the last step of Gamma |- A and
the induction hypothesis is constructed.
[0053] If the last step of the original proof was one of the original rules, the new proof is constructed by using the
new rule to push the "c:" inside the connective eliminated by the rule of the original proof The rule from the original
proof is then applied. The subproofs it requires will now all be related to the subproofs of the original proof by the
induction hypothesis.
[0054] If the last step of the original proof was the new rule, then the same rule can be used in the new proof, just
with the context "c" added to the propositions, because adding a context to both sides preserves equality. Again, the
new subproof is related to the original subproof by the induction hypothesis.
[0055] False Elimination: Given a proof of Gamma |- A, the result of replacing all propositions that occur in the false
context with 1 and simplifying is still a proof
[0056] Proof: This is just a special case of the principle that uniformly replacing several different atoms with the same
atom preserves being a proof, and that simplifying vacuous 1's preserves being a proof.
[0057] Widening: if Gamma |- A and all atomic formulas in the proof are in the same non-false context, c, throughout
the proof, then Gamma\c |- A, where P\c is the result of removing the contextualization on c from the entire proof.
[0058] Proof: if all atomic formulas in the proof occur in the same non-false context, c, then the proof doesn't use
the split or false equalities or term disjunctions and the other equality rules don't affect the formula. Therefore, none
of the uses of the new rule in the proof affects the formula. The context can be removed from all formulas in the proof.
The equality rules can be removed from the proof, as the two sides of equalities will be the same, since they differed
only in context forms. Meanwhile, the original rules will still be correct, as formulas that matched with the context will
still match with the context removed.
[0059] Conservative extension: if Gamma |- A is a proof in the contextualized system where Gamma and A are not
contextualized, then there is a proof of Gamma |- A in the non-contextualized system.
[0060] Proof: The only rule that can introduce contextualization is the split equality rule. Some occurrence of that
rule is chosen. A non-false case, "c1", is chosen from the use of the rule, and the narrowing theorem is used to convert
the proof to c1:Gamma |-c1:A. Since c1∧c2=false, false elimination can be used to remove the split. Now the rule does
not need to be split. This process is continued for all the split rules to generate a proof of c1∧...∧cn:Gamma |-c1∧...cn:
A, where all propositions are in the same context throughout the proof. By the widening theorem, a proof of Gamma
|- A with no contextualization is obtained. In other words, a non-contextualized system is obtained.
[0061] Therefore, based on the contexted linear logic propositions obtained after step S30 from the exemplary packed
functional or f-structure of Fig. 5 the following equivalences are obtained:

Table 2

Ed s(0)
senator s(4)

see: s(0) -o s(4) -o s(2)
telescope s(12)

former s(4) -o s(4)
a2 with s(12) -o s(4) -o s(4)
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[0062] It should be appreciated that, in the context "a2", the term "with" modifies the noun s(4), and in the context
"a1", the term "with" modifies the verb s(2). It should also be noted that:

a1 ∨ a2 = true; and
a1 ∧ a2 = false.

[0063] Successive applications of equivalences obtain the stages 12-147 as follows:
(12) a2:with: s(12) -o s(4) -o s(4) ⊗ a1:with: s(12) -o s(2) -o s(2)
(13) a1 ∨ a2: with: s(12) -o {a2: s(4) -o s(4), a1: s(2) -o s(2)}
(14) with: s(12) -o {a2: s(4)-o s(4), a1: s(2)-o s(2)}

[0064] In particular, stage 12 is obtained as the conjunction of premises, while step 13 is obtained via equivalence
(4) and stage 14 is obtained via equivalence (7). Equivalences are applied in the left-to-right direction in order to merge
premises and minimize the degree to which sub-parts of premises are placed in different contexts. Control then con-
tinues to step S50.
[0065] In step S50, a contexted skeleton-modifier derivation is performed using the equivalences and proof rules
outlined above. In various exemplary embodiments of the systems and methods according to this invention, the fol-
lowing proof strategy is applied. First, (a) formulas differing in context are merged by applying equivalences in the left-
to-right direction. Next, (b) when all possible merges have occurred, proof rules are applied in accordance with a
standard proof strategy. Finally, (c) when the proof rules have been applied, contexts are split according to the following
rule:

a1:T1:g, b2:T2:g  o h → a1^b2:T2(T1):h, a1^,b2:T1:g, ,a1^b2:T2:g  o h These steps (a)-(c) are then re-
peated until the goal conclusions are derived.
[0066] As with skeleton-modifier derivations in an uncontexted system, a skeleton derivation plus any modifier der-
ivations is obtained in step S50. In various exemplary embodiments, the following modifiers and skeleton are obtained
by combining the reduced form premise in stage (14) to derive the contexted modifier:

[0067] A trivial derivation is then performed to obtain the uncontexted modifier:
former : a(4) -o s(4).

[0068] The remaining premises can be combined independently of contexts to give the following skeleton derivation:

[0069] In step S60, the following three interpretations of meaning shown in stages 15-17 for the original sentence
can now be read off using these components.

Table 2 (continued)
a1 with s(12) -o s(2) -o s(2)

with: s(12)-o{ a2:s(4) -o s(4), a1:s(2) -o s(2) } telescope: s(12)
with (telescope): {a2: s(4) -o s(4), a1: s(2) -o s(2)}

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Control then continues to step S70, where the process ends.
[0070] An alternative method for contexted meaning assembly proceeds from step S10 through to step S40, but
does not create separate contexted skeleton and modifier derivations. Instead, it uses the equivalences and proof rules
of the contextualized system to search directly for contexted derivations of the sentence meaning, without passing
through intermediate contexted derivations of skeleton and modifier derivations. In typical cases, this leads to multiple
derivations of alternate contexted meanings, instead of a single set of contexted skeleton-modifier derivations from
which multiple meanings can be read off. However, the contexted system still allows for a lesser number of common
components to be shared across contexts, reducing the total number of derivations that need to be performed. To
further increase efficiency, conventional tabular theorem proving techniques, such as, for example, "Memoisation for
glue language deduction and categorial parsing" by Mark Hepple, COLING-ACL'98, Montreal, 1998, can be adapted
to the contexted system. This still results in the direct, though less efficient, production of multiple alternate contexted
derivations.
[0071] Thus, using the systems and methods according to this invention, the various interpretations of ambiguity
contained in the sentence can be derived without having to perform three separate logical derivations. Also, the con-
texted logic allows common components of the derivations to be shared across contexts. The above methods of op-
eration may be applied in any number of applications other than the applications specifically described above.
[0072] While this invention has been described with specific embodiments thereof, it is evident then many alterna-
tives, modifications and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the exemplary embodiments
of the invention as set forth herein are intended to be illustrative, not limiting. Various changes may be made without
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departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A method for contextualizing a base logic with an additional logic of contexts comprising:

pairing context formulas with labeled or unlabeled base logic formulas;
applying equivalences to move contexts through base logic terms and formulas; and
applying proof rules and equivalences to fold to multiple base logic derivations across contexts into a single
contexted derivation.

2. A method for efficient ambiguous meaning assembly from a set of premises derived from a packed syntactic anal-
ysis, comprising:

determining a context for each premise on the basis of the context labeling its syntactic origin; and
performing a contexted derivation using the method of claim 1 and a tabular theorem prover adapted to the
contexted logic.

3. A method for efficient ambiguous meaning assembly from a set of premises derived from a packed syntactic anal-
ysis, comprising:

determining a context for each premise on the basis of the context labeling its syntactic origin;
determining a first derivation of the contexted production terms based on logical equivalences;
determining a contexted modifier derivation based on the first derivation for a first set of productions; and
determining a skeleton and modifier derivation based on the first derivation for a second set of productions.
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